

















Positive emotions in a simulated scene for psychiatry recreation : Experimenting 
with voice mood analysis as a trial
Mina TSUKAMOTO1), Naoko MIYAJIMA2)
1) Department of Nursing, School of Health Sciences, Sapporo Medical University 
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The aim of this study is to identify positive emotions using voice mood analysis in a simulated setting for 
psychiatry recreation as well as to clarify the scene’s situation. In addition, issues surrounding emotion 
analysis using the voice from the care scene are clarified. In this study, support staff and the patient folded 
origami in pairs, as a form of recreation. Sixteen healthy adults participated in the study, and conversations 
were collected as voice data from 16 scenes. Scenes where positive emotion occurred were identified 
based on voice mood analysis. In addition, the conversation was recorded verbatim, and the scenes where 
positive emotions occurred were clarified from the context. As a result, situations where positive emotion 
appeared were classified into 11 groups: [greeting], [assignment selection and decision], [conversation that 
showed interest to the participant], [challenge of the task], [understanding and implementing the procedure], 
[discovery of folding procedure], [completion of the work], [being praised], [a glimpse of the personality of 
the staff], [giving thanks], [telling the thinking]. In addition, the issues of conducting mood analysis by voice in 
care scenes, such as collecting voice data without noise and the fact that such data are difficult to use when 
there are few utterances, were clarified.
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